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No Chance for Lies

Who are the BigTech companies:

How BigTech companies
censor politically

Big Tech, also known as Tech Giants, Big Four, Four Horsemen, Big Five or S & P 5, are the largest and
most dominant companies in the information technology industry in the United States, namely Amazon,
Apple, Google, Facebook and Microsoft .
Key actors
Eric Schmidt, Mark Zuckerberg, Jack Dorsey, Satya Nadella, Sundar Pichai, Jeff Bezos and Tim Cook
Companies:
Alphabeth, Amazon, Apple, Google, Facebook, Microsoft and Twitter
Netzwerke:
Facebook, Spotify, Youtube, Instagram, TikTok, Pinterest, Google, Reddit, Snapchat, Shopify, Twitch

Free speech only if they are
correct/useful for the BigTech?
This is how BigTech controls our "free" speech on social media:
Censorship on Youtube because
of vaccination side effects etc.

Youtube systematically deletes videos and
accounts for any criticism of the Covid
vaccine or for criticism of the measures in
general.

Apple and Google delete Parler
from their App Stores

The app providers Apple and Goggle
delete the app Parler from their app stores,
so that no one can follow any systemcritical politicians or lawyers, such as
Donald Trump or Lin Wood. Furthermore,
Amazon is deleting Parler's hosting
servers, which means that this Twitter-like
service could be shut down for a few days.

(Source:https://onlinemarketing.de/digitalpolitik/trumps-twitterbann-amazon-parler)

WhatsApp forces release of
personal data to FB

According to new policies, the messaging
service
messaging service WhatsApp requires its
users to provide all personal data to Face
book with all personal data,
otherwise the use is no
more possible!
(Source:https://www.20min.ch/story/die-whatsapp-regelungist-ein-pakt-mit-dem-teufel-799221181786)

Essential links:

https://www.wochenblick.at/wie-faktenchecker-im-internet-diedeutungshoheit-garantieren/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85CTmIaTlYA
https://www.rubikon.news/artikel/faktenferne-faktenchecker
https://www.factfox.io/
https://www.br.de/nachricht/hackathon-dpa-hauptpreisfactfox-100.html
https://www.poynter.org/ifcn/
https://meinungsfreiheit.steinhoefel.de/2020/10/29/fall-35achse-des-guten-triumphiert-ueber-correctiv-oberlandesgerichtkarlsruhe-untersagt-rechtswidrigen-faktencheck/

Fact checker

The so-called fact checkers, which report and
delete posts on Facebook, are controlled by the
companies like Poynter & funded by TikTok and
are thus under the control of China.
(Source: https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-12-23-facebook-factchecker-funded-by-chinese.html)

Twitter, Facebook and Instagram
delete accounts of politicians

BigTech has deleted the American president
from their platforms for allegedly inciting
violence. The only misleading thing is why Antifa
or other organizations can continue to use
Facebook as a platform,
without being deleted
be deleted?(Source: https://www.stern.de/politik/trump--twitter-

sperrt-kampagnen-account-und-facebook-loescht-video-9366112.html)

